Master of Healthcare Innovation
Course Sequence

The First Two Courses
Students must complete the following two courses before moving on in the MHI program:

HCI 538 – Innovation and the Individual (offered every Fall A, Fall B, Spring A, Spring B, Summer C session)
HCI 561 – Innovation Methods (offered every Fall A, Fall B, Spring A, Spring B, Summer C session)

The Carousel Courses
After students successfully complete HCI 538 and HCI 561 they will proceed with the following courses. Per availability, students can take the following courses in the sequence of their choice:

HCI 540 – Understanding & Applying Principles of Evidenced-Based Practice (offered Fall B 2017; Fall B 2018)
HCI 542 – Systems Thinking in a Complex Environment (offered Fall B 2017; Spring B; Fall A 2018 and Spring B 2019)
HCI 544 – IT Strategy in Healthcare (offered Spring A 2018 and Spring A 2019)
HCI 548 – Advanced Principles and Concepts of Innovation (offered Spring B 2018 and Spring B 2019)
HCI 550 – Healthcare Policy and Innovation (offered Fall B 2017; Summer C 2018; Fall B 2018)
HCI 552 – Financing for Innovation (offered Spring B 2018 and Spring B 2019)
HCI 554 – Outcomes Evaluation (offered Spring A 2018; Summer C 2018; Fall A 2018 and Spring A 2019)
Elective

HCI 584 – Internship (optional)

The Last Course
After successful completion of all previously listed courses, students will complete the following final course in the MHI program:

HCI 563 – Capstone: Final Innovation Project (offered every Fall A, Fall B, Spring A, Spring B, Summer C session)
Master in Healthcare Innovation
Course Descriptions

1. HCI 538 – Innovation and the Individual *(3 credit hours)*:
This course examines the role and behaviors of an innovator. Exploration of the skills and abilities required to challenge status quo positions, create a compelling vision to influence others, develop resilience / personal balance, develop an attitude supportive of risk taking, understand the psychology of work, and define optimal functioning in a world of work overload. Participants will examine and correlate different situational challenges with types of intelligence and also personal style effectiveness for advancing innovation. Students will be exposed to leadership styles of individuals who have successfully built a culture of innovation in their organizations.

2. HCI 540 - Understanding and Applying Principles of Evidence Based Practice *(3 credit hours)*:
This course will develop participants’ knowledge and expertise in evidence-based practice and the use of EBP in facilitating the highest quality of healthcare delivery. Students will: develop brainstorming expertise; examine the relationship between innovation and evidence-based practice. This course will provide a model for leadership based upon empirical evidence and personal experience as well as help participants to explore and develop methods of using current evidence to “make the case” for change within healthcare systems.

3. HCI 542 - Systems Thinking in a Complex Environment *(3 credit hours)*:
This course focuses on systems principles and their application with an emphasis on innovation. Students will examine the American healthcare system as an overall entity as well as its component parts. Important issues and questions related to different approaches to healthcare will be raised. Students will develop skills in systems assessment, designing system interventions, responding to feedback and managing resistance to system innovations.

4. HCI 548 - Advanced Principles and Concepts of Innovation *(3 credit hours)*:
This course focuses on the principles of innovation that reflect the components and elements as well as application of systems theory and evidence based processes directly related to knowledge creation, generation, and utilization. Emphasis will be on developing competence in recognizing, developing, and implementing innovation processes. This course will provide an overview of theory and principal related to the process of innovation, the various methods of diffusion of innovation as well as the associated leadership, creativity, risk-taking, and vulnerability necessary to undertake the design and application of innovations. Students will examine the essential elements of the application of innovation, identify the obstacles to innovation and initiate strategies to overcome obstacles and to facilitate success. Students will discuss the application of innovation theory and methods of diffusion within different types of organizations.

5. HCI 550 - Healthcare Policy and Innovation *(3 credit hours)*:
This course will assist participants in developing an understanding of national health policy development, key national organizations, and key strategies for making personal impact on shaping future policy. Students will examine existing private, public, federal and state policies specific to innovation and research, identify and address barriers/ support for innovation, develop skill in formulating health care reform initiatives to support and advance innovation in healthcare, and develop competence in grass roots activism and support.
6. HCI 552 - Financing for Innovation (3 credit hours):
In this course, participants will explore available public and private resources for innovation, identify future/anticipated financial needs at the national and local levels to sustain a culture supportive of innovation, and develop models for innovation financing. Topics such as cost effectiveness return on investment, net present value, and community benefit will be discussed.

7. HCI 554 - Outcomes Evaluation (3 credit hours):
This course will assist students in identifying, examining, analyzing, and measuring the infrastructure, processes and outcomes specific to the work of innovation. The course work includes integration of outcomes and key performance indicators in leading adaptive challenges.

8. HCI 561 – Innovation Methods (2 credit hours):
Introduces the active skills of healthcare innovation using an adapted IDEO model.

9. HCI 563 – Capstone: Final Innovation Project (5 credit hours):
Applies the concepts learned in MHI core courses and presents evidence of knowledge in innovation principles, applications and strategies for implementation and evaluation. Students will develop an innovation project in the form of a mindmap.

10. HCI 584 – Internship (3 credit hours):
Guided practical experience in the healthcare innovation field. The MHI internship experience varies according to the organization within which the internship is offered. Students should refer to the specific syllabus provided by the lead faculty overseeing the internship. For further information regarding currently internship opportunities please contact the MHI program administrator – Narayana.carey@asu.edu
*Optional

11. HCI 544 – IT Strategy in Healthcare (3 credit hours):
Analyzes entrepreneurial dynamics and technology development, methods of research and development management, new technology implementation, and start-up organization.

12. Elective (3 credit hours):
Students may take any graduate level course at ASU or another fully-accredited institution with the approval of the MHI director. This is an opportunity to explore an area of individual interest supportive of both their development as an innovation leader and their Capstone project.